
 Spring 2018 Course Evaluations 4
 Spring 2018

Mount Saint Mary's University  
Los Angeles, CA  

Course: PSY_157 1 - Brain and Behavior Department: PSY

  Responsible Faculty: Franco Santos   Responses / Expected:  22 / 27 (81.48%) 

Course Evaluation

PSY_157 - 1

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q1 The course requirements were clearly stated in the syllabus. 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 0

Q2 The course was intellectually challenging. 17 3 1 0 0 0 0 21 6.8 7 7 .53

Q3 The assignments, tests or other methods of evaluation were relevant to the course objectives. 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 0

Q4 Given the course objectives, the texts and course materials were appropriate and well chosen. 19 2 0 0 0 0 0 21 6.9 7 7 .29

Q5 The course contributed to my learning experience at MSMU. 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 0

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_157 - 1

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q6 The online/hybrid course materials were well-organized and easy to navigate. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6.0 6 6 0

Q7 The online/hybrid course provided adequate and meaningful opportunities for student and faculty interaction. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0

Q8 I received adequate technical support for the online/hybrid course. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0

Q9 The technology supported the course learning objectives. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6.0 6 6 0

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_157 - 1

Responses Course

NO YBI YBI MST N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q10 Do you plan to take another online/hybrid course? 2 1 1 1 5 1.4 2 1 .49

Responses: [NO] No=1 [YBI] Yes, because I have to for my program=2 [YBI] Yes, because I like them=2 [MST] Maybe, still thinking=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_157 - 1

Responses Course

0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7OM N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q11 How many other online/hybrid classes have you taken? 2 2 0 1 1 6 2.5 2 1,2 1.50

Responses: [0] 0=1 [1-2] 1-2=2 [3-4] 3-4=3 [5-6] 5-6=4 [7OM] 7 or more=5 

Student Information

PSY_157 - 1

Responses Course

F S J S U G N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q12 Your class level: 0 7 10 4 0 0 0 21 2.9 3 3 .71

Responses: [F] Freshman=1 [S] Sophomore=2 [J] Junior=3 [S] Senior=4 [U] Unclassified=5 [G] Graduate=6 [N] None=7 

Student Information

PSY_157 - 1

Responses Course

M GS E M O C N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q13 Requirement this course fulfills: 20 0 1 0 0 0 0 21 1.1 1 1 .43

Responses: [M] Major=1 [GS] General Studies=2 [E] Elective=3 [M] Minor=4 [O] Other=5 [C] Combination=6 [N] None=7 

Student Information

PSY_157 - 1

Responses Course

A B C D E F C NC N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q14 Expected grade in this course: 14 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 21 1.4 1 1 .58

Responses: [A] A=1 [B] B=2 [C] C=3 [D] D=4 [E] E=5 [F] F=6 [C] Credit=7 [NC] No Credit=8 



Instructor Evaluation

Franco Santos

Responses Individual

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q15 The instructor was well prepared for class. 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 .21

Q16 The instructor effectively communicated course objectives. 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 .21

Q17 The instructor generated interest in the subject matter. 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 0

Q18 The instructor used a variety of instructional activities. 15 4 0 2 0 0 0 21 6.5 7 7 .91

Q19 The instructor was open to questions and encouraged active participation. 19 2 0 0 0 0 0 21 6.9 7 7 .29

Q20 The instructor encouraged independent, critical thinking. 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 .21

Q21 The instructor was available for help with the course. 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 .21

Q22 The instructor demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter. 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 0

Q23 The instructor expected and encouraged academic honesty. 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 7.0 7 7 0

Q24 The instructor established an environment of fairness in the classroom. 19 1 0 0 0 0 0 20 7.0 7 7 .22

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

 
Question: What are the opportunities and challenges you face in an online/hybrid environment?

Response Rate: 9.09%   (2 of 22)

1 weekly deadlines

2 N/A

 
Faculty: Franco Santos

Question: Please comment on the overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the instructor.

Response Rate: 95.45%   (21 of 22)

1
this class made me realize that the quality of my work is just as important as the accuracy of it. I always did the bare minimum just to make sure i got an A on an assignment but
for this class i was challenged in ways that made me go above and beyond. Professor Santos expects perfection and in this class i learned that perfection is not in the accuracy of
the work but the quality of work done by the student. A low A or B can be considered a perfect grade as long as the student feels as though they gave it their all.

2 n/a

3 This was my second class with Professor Santos. He is one of my favorite professors at the Mount. He knows the class material very well, and all the lectures were interesting and
engaging.

4 This is one of my favorite classes because Santos communicated very well with his students. He makes the material very to understand and allows students to feel like they are in
a safe environment.

5 Professor Santos always keeps us engaged, tying in real life examples and situations in addition to lecture. Good class, good teaching. Quizzes and exams are fair as well.

6 Professor Santos, as usual, did an excellent job of expanding on the course material with video clips, interactive conversation, and relevant case studies and stories. The course
addressed an expansive amount or relatively complex and dry material; however, Santos managed to keep the classes and lectures engaging, fun, and interesting.

7 Professor Santos and the course quality were both excellent. He explained everything well and provided examples of life situations that helped me understand the material being
taught.

8
Professor Santos is one of the best professors I have ever had in the mount. He genuinely cares about his students and their academic success. Although, he expects perfection
form us he gives us the tools to be perfect (at least in his class). His lectures are amazing, relevant, and interesting because of the personal touches he incorporates (jokes). I will
miss him very much.

9 Professor Santos is one of my favorite professors of all time. His lectures are long but never boring and his corny but hilarious jokes and stories always keep us awake. He
generates much interest in the topic of the brain and encourages us to ask questions and to answer his questions. I hope he does not leave us for somewhere else.

10

Professor Santos had a strong and detailed knowledge of this subject which made learning easier to understand because he can explain the material in different ways in order for
students who are having a hard time understand better. Although the exams are pretty difficult it allows the student to study hard and gain a real understanding of the material
rather than just memorizing it. I was scared of this professor at first but his quality of teaching made the course enjoyable and intriguing. This was my first time taking a class with
Santos and it was a very rewarding class.

11 Professor Santos' overall quality of the course and teaching effectiveness was impeccable! He took the time to explains the concepts well and went into depth with the material and
used PowerPoint presentations which helped me a lot since I am a visual learner.

12
Overall, this course is interesting but it's just a lot of information all at once for a 3 hr lecture so maybe it should be offered as a class that occurs multiple times a week to
reinforce the content since its more difficult. Santos is a great professor and is good at relating the material to our personal lives and he is also very nice to talk to if you mess up in
his class.

13 Overall i enjoyed this course because it was about learning about the brain and the different types of disorders. The class was a bit challenging for me but professor Santos always
did anything he could to make sure we understand the topic. I also enjoyed that he would give us examples for a certain theory that we didn't understand.

14 It is amazing. Santos has a great perspective on the world. His ideas of perfection help me realize what perfection is for myself.

15
If there was an option of 8 I would give it to Santos. He was great, now after have taken him for the first time I don't understand why some people said he was difficult and mean. He
was SUPER great!! If I could I would take him again! Going to miss him! He is an amazing professor and person overall! Super happy/ satisfied that I got the chance to take one of
the course he taught.

16 I love this man, he always keeps things interesting and is always very helpful.



17 I like that there was no textbook, the study guides were given a great deal in advance, and that Professor Santos was very comic in class and available if needed.

18 I have taken a 3 hour class I’m the past and from that experience is was dreading this class but Professor Santos made this class be fun and entertaining as we learned a ton. He
was a little tough but it was for our advantage because he pushed us to do our best. He genuinely cares about his students.

19 I am not going to lie, I was scared of taking a class with Professor Santos, only to later realize that he is probably one of the best psychology professors at the mount.

20 He is clearly knowledgeable in the subject matter and he made an effort to crack jokes throughout the class to keep the students entertained during the long class time.

21

BEST CLASS OF MY COLLEGE CAREER!!! SANTOS IS AMAZING

PS MARIA MORALES AND SAM LOVE YOU

PLEASE COME BACK NEXT YEAR

 
Faculty: Franco Santos

Question: Please give suggestions, if any, for improving this course or the teaching effectiveness of this instructor.

Response Rate: 72.73%   (16 of 22)

1 none it was great.

2 none (:

3 n/a

4 To improve the course, just have it be a class that meets a few times a week rather tha once for 3 hrs

5 This course has a lot of material and the professor should be able to explain all that material for students to understand.

6 None

7 No suggestions or improvements needed.

8 No suggestions. Professor Santos was the absolute best and will be greatly missed.

9 N/A

10 N/A

11 N/A

12 I would have liked for the powerpoint to have been uploaded at least a day before class. Professor Santos did move quickly through some slides and when powerpoint were available
before hand I would take my notes before going to class and only write extra commentary during class.

13 I think that if he taught the course again that more questioning in class would be beneficial to keep students on their toes.

14 I think it is perfect the way it is.

15 He is probably the best professor I've ever taken. I just noticed a few spelling errors in the powerpoint slides.

16 Don't scare the students the first day of class making us think you are a scary professor when you aren't ! it made me nervous for no reason. In terms of the course, add more videos
and continue with your stories and jokes that helped absorb and understand the material in a concrete manner.

 



 Spring 2018 Course Evaluations 4
 Spring 2018

Mount Saint Mary's University  
Los Angeles, CA  

Course: PSY_161 1 - Cognitive Psychology Department: PSY

  Responsible Faculty: Franco Santos   Responses / Expected:  27 / 28 (96.43%) 

Course Evaluation

PSY_161 - 1

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q1 The course requirements were clearly stated in the syllabus. 25 2 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .26

Q2 The course was intellectually challenging. 21 4 1 0 1 0 0 27 6.6 7 7 .87

Q3 The assignments, tests or other methods of evaluation were relevant to the course objectives. 21 6 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .42

Q4 Given the course objectives, the texts and course materials were appropriate and well chosen. 23 4 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .36

Q5 The course contributed to my learning experience at MSMU. 25 1 0 0 1 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .77

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_161 - 1

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q6 The online/hybrid course materials were well-organized and easy to navigate. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.0 7 7 0

Q7 The online/hybrid course provided adequate and meaningful opportunities for student and faculty interaction. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0

Q8 I received adequate technical support for the online/hybrid course. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.0 7 7 0

Q9 The technology supported the course learning objectives. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.0 7 7 0

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_161 - 1

Responses Course

NO YBI YBI MST N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q10 Do you plan to take another online/hybrid course? 1 0 3 1 5 1.6 2 2 .49

Responses: [NO] No=1 [YBI] Yes, because I have to for my program=2 [YBI] Yes, because I like them=2 [MST] Maybe, still thinking=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_161 - 1

Responses Course

0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7OM N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q11 How many other online/hybrid classes have you taken? 0 1 1 4 0 6 3.5 4 4 .76

Responses: [0] 0=1 [1-2] 1-2=2 [3-4] 3-4=3 [5-6] 5-6=4 [7OM] 7 or more=5 

Student Information

PSY_161 - 1

Responses Course

F S J S U G N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q12 Your class level: 0 3 16 6 0 0 0 25 3.1 3 3 .59

Responses: [F] Freshman=1 [S] Sophomore=2 [J] Junior=3 [S] Senior=4 [U] Unclassified=5 [G] Graduate=6 [N] None=7 

Student Information

PSY_161 - 1

Responses Course

M GS E M O C N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q13 Requirement this course fulfills: 25 0 0 2 0 0 0 27 1.2 1 1 .79

Responses: [M] Major=1 [GS] General Studies=2 [E] Elective=3 [M] Minor=4 [O] Other=5 [C] Combination=6 [N] None=7 

Student Information

PSY_161 - 1

Responses Course

A B C D E F C NC N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q14 Expected grade in this course: 12 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 25 1.8 2 1 .85

Responses: [A] A=1 [B] B=2 [C] C=3 [D] D=4 [E] E=5 [F] F=6 [C] Credit=7 [NC] No Credit=8 



Instructor Evaluation

Franco Santos

Responses Individual

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q15 The instructor was well prepared for class. 24 2 0 0 0 0 0 26 6.9 7 7 .27

Q16 The instructor effectively communicated course objectives. 24 2 0 0 0 0 0 26 6.9 7 7 .27

Q17 The instructor generated interest in the subject matter. 24 1 1 0 0 0 0 26 6.9 7 7 .42

Q18 The instructor used a variety of instructional activities. 18 5 2 0 1 0 0 26 6.5 7 7 .93

Q19 The instructor was open to questions and encouraged active participation. 24 1 0 0 0 0 0 25 7.0 7 7 .20

Q20 The instructor encouraged independent, critical thinking. 22 4 0 0 0 0 0 26 6.8 7 7 .36

Q21 The instructor was available for help with the course. 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 26 7.0 7 7 .19

Q22 The instructor demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter. 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 26 7.0 7 7 .19

Q23 The instructor expected and encouraged academic honesty. 25 1 0 0 0 0 0 26 7.0 7 7 .19

Q24 The instructor established an environment of fairness in the classroom. 24 2 0 0 0 0 0 26 6.9 7 7 .27

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

 
Question: What are the opportunities and challenges you face in an online/hybrid environment?

Response Rate: 7.41%   (2 of 27)

1 You have to be very self motivated and able to keep up with the work. No one is there to remind you about things so you have to be on top of the syllabus at all times.

2 Forgetting to do my work.

 
Faculty: Franco Santos

Question: Please comment on the overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the instructor.

Response Rate: 85.19%   (23 of 27)

1 This was an amazing class. I was afraid to take it because i heard about how difficult it was, but it turned out to be my favorite class. I was challenged and therefore i learned a lot.

2 This has by far been the most challenging course I've ever taken but has made me learn so much and has made me work hard for my grade. I enjoyed how Professor Santos is
extremely knowledgable on the subject and always pushed us to do the best we can.

3

This course has been great and has actually helped me a lot with understanding the way humans behave, especially with the assignment of the observation paper. Santos is a
brilliant professor, and although somewhat intimidating in the beginning due to his need for perfection, I found that throughout the duration of the course that perfect does not
necessarily mean getting an A or a perfect on every single assignment. His teachings of the material were related to several stories he would reveal in class, and these provided
excellent examples of the concepts in action. I have learned a lot throughout this course, and am happy to say that I will be applying several of the concepts I learned in my daily life
more often.

4 This course was extremely helpful for my future profession and I appreciate the professor's ability to make the material both interesting, relevant, and relatable.

5 This course was very informative and fun because santos is funny and makes the science interesting. He adds entertainment and emotion to the learning which makes it easier to
learn and remember. 

6 The professor was very professional and knew his material. Best professor I ever took at the Mount.

7 The overall quality of this course was great. It greatly contributed to my learning experience at the Mount. Professor Santos has been one of the professors I have learned from the
most. Really appreciate him as my professor!!

8 The overall quality of this course and the teaching effectiveness of the instructor was great. The professor was always ready to teach and would challenge us on the work that he
would require us to do.

9 The instructor makes you think about the subject and really helps you understand better by applying it to real experiences in life.

10 The instructor taught the course very well with in depth explanation and real life examples which is really helpful because this was not an easy course.

11 The course was great and challenging. learned a lot

12 Santos did such a good job at teaching the content. In addition he was very understanding and very caring. Whenever we had a lot of work he would extend deadlines and we are all
very appreciative of that.

13
Professor Santos is very knowledgeable about the subject and can explain things in a way that relates to everyday life making it very easy to understand. This course was
challenging, but also enjoyable. I think as long as you put in the work, you will get a good grade. He is very ready and available to help his students and knows how to keep your
attention in class. 

14
Professor Santos is an excellent professor he is very open to helping his students who need help and is willing to work with them. I only had Professor Santos for this semester and
he really does know how to teach and how to challenge his students I really look forward to attending his classes and he always makes class fun and I feel that there should be more
professors like him I enjoyed having him this semester.

15 Professor Santos is very understanding when it comes to course work. He is not a lenient professor but he will adjust the syllabus according to the decisions of the class. By doing
so he ensures that students are able to turn in their best quality work instead of something done the night before just to meet the deadline.

16 Professor Santos is very enthusiastic when he teaches. He attempts to make this class fun, which is nice. However, most of the times he goes off on stories, which tends to
distract me and not allow me to focus and pay attention. 

17 Overall, this course was both challenging and insightful. I can definitely takeaway the concepts discussed in class, and apply them to everyday life.



18 Overall, I enjoyed the course because Professor Santos made me question everything I was learning, but he was also very straight to the point. I loved the clarity of his lectures.

19

He is an awesome professor! One of the best professors in the Psychology Department. He was always on time, and valued the time of the class. Santos was always on time, and
started class on time; he clearly stressed value of class time for himself and student. I learned a lot in his class that can be applied in the real world, such as observing people in a
non-clinical environment. His high interest in the subject, made the class a lot more interesting and easier to engage in. He was always available for students to meet with him, and
even stayed a lot later than needed to help students study for his exams. Nevertheless, he was always trying to inspire us to keep pursing a doctoral degree, succeed in life, live in
the moment, and keep a positive mindset about life.

20 Great class but at times too challenging and the tests did not focus on the whole chapters but little parts of the chapter in great detail. However, still my favorite class.

21
Great Professor! Lectures were never boring, Professor Santos made sure we understood the material before moving on. Professor Santos was available for tutoring if we needed it.

22

For this class I would also say that it was a bit challenging but not as much as brain and behavior. Professor Santos always did anything he could to make sure we understood the
topic. I also enjoyed that he would give us examples for a certain theories that we didn't understand. He also made it comfortable to be able to ask any questions we had. I enjoyed
when he would give us real life examples to be able to explain and make sure we understand what we were talking about. Overall I really enjoyed taking both his classes this
semester because Professor Santos makes sure we know what we are learning to be able to use it in the field one day.

23 Despite my personal challenges professor Santos was always available to encourage me and help me keep pushing harder even when I thought i was a failure.

 
Faculty: Franco Santos

Question: Please give suggestions, if any, for improving this course or the teaching effectiveness of this instructor.

Response Rate: 62.96%   (17 of 27)

1 whoever gets hired for this class make sure they are as brilliant as this man!

2 There should be more activities to help lecture the topics in class, maybe group activities.

3 The class is mainly about classical and operant conditioning, and having a few more worksheet activities to help understand the stimuli, and the S-R-O relationships. Overall, the
class was awesome.

4 Professor Santos is the best professor I've had at the Mount. Not only does he encourage students to do the best they can, but he gives and teaches advice we can use in the real
world. He was always open to questions and always made sure to answer them so students were able to understand the concept.

5 Overall, this has been one of my favorite classes, I learned so much and the way the instructor teaches makes it easier for me to learn, so personally I would not change anything
about this course.

6 Nothing it was all awesome

7 None!

8 No suggestions for improvement.

9 N/A

10 N/A

11

It's been a good run, Professor Santos, I hope life treats you well after you leave the Mount! I'll miss having you as an advisor and it saddens me that I wasn't able to take part in your
other courses before you left! I appreciate the pieces of wisdom you would share during class, and I am glad to say that life has indeed already spoken to me. Good luck in your
future endeavors!

12 I would like more advice and personal anecdotes from Santos pertaining to all of my psychology classes.

13 I wish the best for professor Santos since this is his last year at the mount!

14 I think it runs very smoothly as it is right now and I enjoyed the pace of the class. 

15 I think I would like more tips on what to expect for this first online quiz

16 I feel that there shouldn't be nothing to change about the teaching styles.

17 He is the best professor I have ever had and I am sad that he is leaving because I feel like I learned the most while taking classes with him.

 



 Spring 2018 Course Evaluations 4
 Spring 2018

Mount Saint Mary's University  
Los Angeles, CA  

Course: PSY_161 2 - Cognitive Psychology Department: PSY

  Responsible Faculty: Franco Santos   Responses / Expected:  24 / 24 (100%) 

Course Evaluation

PSY_161 - 2

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q1 The course requirements were clearly stated in the syllabus. 20 4 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.8 7 7 .37

Q2 The course was intellectually challenging. 22 0 1 1 0 0 0 24 6.8 7 7 .71

Q3 The assignments, tests or other methods of evaluation were relevant to the course objectives. 21 1 1 0 0 0 1 24 6.6 7 7 1.25

Q4 Given the course objectives, the texts and course materials were appropriate and well chosen. 20 4 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.8 7 7 .37

Q5 The course contributed to my learning experience at MSMU. 21 2 0 1 0 0 0 24 6.8 7 7 .64

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_161 - 2

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q6 The online/hybrid course materials were well-organized and easy to navigate. 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7.0 7 7 0

Q7 The online/hybrid course provided adequate and meaningful opportunities for student and faculty interaction. 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 6.9 7 7 .35

Q8 I received adequate technical support for the online/hybrid course. 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 7.0 7 7 0

Q9 The technology supported the course learning objectives. 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7.0 7 7 0

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_161 - 2

Responses Course

NO YBI YBI MST N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q10 Do you plan to take another online/hybrid course? 2 2 4 0 8 1.8 2 2 .43

Responses: [NO] No=1 [YBI] Yes, because I have to for my program=2 [YBI] Yes, because I like them=2 [MST] Maybe, still thinking=1 

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_161 - 2

Responses Course

0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7OM N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q11 How many other online/hybrid classes have you taken? 1 3 1 2 1 8 2.9 2.5 2 1.27

Responses: [0] 0=1 [1-2] 1-2=2 [3-4] 3-4=3 [5-6] 5-6=4 [7OM] 7 or more=5 

Student Information

PSY_161 - 2

Responses Course

F S J S U G N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q12 Your class level: 0 3 11 10 0 0 0 24 3.3 3 3 .68

Responses: [F] Freshman=1 [S] Sophomore=2 [J] Junior=3 [S] Senior=4 [U] Unclassified=5 [G] Graduate=6 [N] None=7 

Student Information

PSY_161 - 2

Responses Course

M GS E M O C N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q13 Requirement this course fulfills: 18 2 0 4 0 0 0 24 1.6 1 1 1.11

Responses: [M] Major=1 [GS] General Studies=2 [E] Elective=3 [M] Minor=4 [O] Other=5 [C] Combination=6 [N] None=7 

Student Information

PSY_161 - 2

Responses Course

A B C D E F C NC N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q14 Expected grade in this course: 8 11 5 0 0 0 0 0 24 1.9 2 2 .73

Responses: [A] A=1 [B] B=2 [C] C=3 [D] D=4 [E] E=5 [F] F=6 [C] Credit=7 [NC] No Credit=8 



Instructor Evaluation

Franco Santos

Responses Individual

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q15 The instructor was well prepared for class. 22 2 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.9 7 7 .28

Q16 The instructor effectively communicated course objectives. 20 4 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.8 7 7 .37

Q17 The instructor generated interest in the subject matter. 22 2 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.9 7 7 .28

Q18 The instructor used a variety of instructional activities. 18 1 3 2 0 0 0 24 6.5 7 7 1

Q19 The instructor was open to questions and encouraged active participation. 22 2 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.9 7 7 .28

Q20 The instructor encouraged independent, critical thinking. 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.9 7 7 .33

Q21 The instructor was available for help with the course. 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.9 7 7 .33

Q22 The instructor demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter. 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.9 7 7 .33

Q23 The instructor expected and encouraged academic honesty. 20 3 0 1 0 0 0 24 6.8 7 7 .66

Q24 The instructor established an environment of fairness in the classroom. 21 3 0 0 0 0 0 24 6.9 7 7 .33

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1 

 
Question: What are the opportunities and challenges you face in an online/hybrid environment?

Response Rate: 25.00%   (6 of 24)

1 none

2 Sometimes the assignments don't show up on the "To-do " list.

3 Santos makes taking a hybrid course very easy. Everything is posted online in a timely manner and if you ever need any other resources or help he is very good at responding to
emails. Don't be intimidated or afraid to reach out to him for help!

4 None.

5 N/A

6 N/A

 
Faculty: Franco Santos

Question: Please comment on the overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the instructor.

Response Rate: 79.17%   (19 of 24)

1 well.... he talks a lot. But he always make sure that we understand the concepts by relating to our daily lives. Really fun and interesting class but yet so challenging as well. I feel
lucky to be in his last class before he leaves MSMU after this semester. He knows his stuffs very very well. I love how this class is always in discussion every class. it's so fun!

2
This course and the instructor were effective in communicating all necessary material to meet course objectives. It was a beneficial experience to my Mount experience because
the theories learned in the course have become clear enough to transfer into both clinical experience and every day life. The course was challenging in it's own way, but it created a
fantastic learning atmosphere.

3 This course was interesting and fun to cover at the same time. The instructor does an amazing job of always associating or providing real life examples to his students in order to
understand the material. He allowed us to apply theories and terms which would overall make it relative to the importance of learning the material in society.

4 This class was interesting, hard, but interesting. It just requires a lot of studying but I really liked the teaching style of Santos.

5 This class will teach a lot of if you are present in every lecture and actively participate.

6 The professor is extremely helpful and well prepared for every class meeting. He is extremely willing to explain any type of concept if we asked. I always enjoy his lectures.

7 The overall quality and teaching effectiveness of the instructor was immensely driven towards helping students understand the material, the variations of teaching methods used
were truly helpful.

8

The instructor was very knowledgeable in the subject matter, and at times appeared to know too much. Meaning certain responses, no matter how relateable they were to the
question, were not good enough unless they were responses he expected. Also, he tended to make you doubt your response, with intent to encourage self-confidence in us. That was
very appreciated because it goes to show how we tend to do reverse-psychology on ourselves with intent to self-sabotage. Because we lack our own awareness and confidence in
what we know.

9

Santos is one of the best professors I have ever had at the Mount, and I am very sad to see him go. I would be looking forward to having him again for the fourth semester in a row,
but it has honestly been a pleasure to be in his classes. I enjoyed his lectures and his, usually cheesy, jokes that always managed to get your attention and bring you back into the
zone.

Thank you for all of your help and support throughout the years and for always pushing your students to strive for perfection (and teaching us what it truly is about). I learned a lot
about myself throughout the years in your courses and have enjoyed every life lesson along the way. Wishing you the best in your future ventures!

10 Professor Santos open my eyes to realize that challenge is the best way to prove your self that you could do it. Its worth it, every time professor santos challenge his students its
another great way to remember the information in our own ability.

11
Professor Santos shows an amount of interest in this course. He is very active & involved with the students. One thing I like about this class is that it can relate to all majors. At
first it was only focused on psychology students, but when he learned that there are different majors in the course he makes sure to explain how it relates to all, such as child
development and nursing. Overall, this course has to be my favorite class.



12
Professor Santos was an amazing professor. Everything was thoroughly explained, we were able to ask questions when we didn't understand something or just wanted clarification. I
enjoyed the examples given because they helped me understand the content. This class has impacted my life. From now on, I won't be able to not examine someone's behavior and
determine how it's been reinforced or conditioned.

13 Professor Santos is one of my favorite professors. He challenges the class to think outside the box and makes the course relate to the real world.

14

Professor Santos and the course has made a significant contribution to my learning experience at MSMU. Santos is very fair when it comes to exams and quizzes. He offers
pointers in class that help us out when studying. I enjoyed how he connected the lessons to real life experiences and took the time to explain concepts thoroughly. Even though I do
not like answering questions in class, the questions that were asked made me really think what I am learning and how I can incorporate the lessons into my future career and life.
Professor Santos has been by far my favorite professor at the Mount, and I am extremely sad that this is his last semester teaching at MSMU.

15 Professor Santos is AWESOME!!! He totally understands what it is to be a STUDENT and that really shows and is expressed through his teaching. I really appreciate all that he took
the time to explain over and over again. The course material was always very relevant and homie has stories for days! I loved it!

16
I really enjoyed this course I felt like I got the most possible knowledge I could from it. I really came out with a different perspective on human behavior, on the creation of memories
and the learning process. Although this course consisted of a lot information Professor Santos was very effective by applying concept to real life situations and memorable stories. I
am really upset that I will not be able to take more courses with him but I am glad I had the privilege to take one of his courses.

17

I learned more about myself and family through writing the observation paper which I enjoyed doing because it made me better understand the terms when applying it to my own
experiences. It made me open my eyes and see things in a different perspective where I can now be the one to manipulate others rather than being the one manipulated by them. I
have learned a lot in this class and apply it to other classes which I find useful and helpful because it makes it easier to learn other concepts that relate to what I have already
learned from this class.

18 Great course even though the subject is boring 

19 Cognitive psychology has been the most challenging psychology class I have taken and I lived every second of it. There has been a lot of application of the concepts to real life and I
wiTh. The quality of Professor Santos is the highest. There is no professor here that I would trust in teaching as well as he does.

 
Faculty: Franco Santos

Question: Please give suggestions, if any, for improving this course or the teaching effectiveness of this instructor.

Response Rate: 66.67%   (16 of 24)

1 none

2 none.

3 n/a

4 There was nothing I wish he would have done differently.

5 The only thing I would change in this class is adding a day designed for studying the material for exams with the professor. He is very good at explaining and having him go through
the study material would be beneficial to all of us (students).

6 The class was great, but sadly you're not coming back so......

7 None

8 None.

9 None, but maybe just make the exams more bearable. Like the online quizzes he would have. Also, be more open to student responses. Because it reminded me of high school, how
certain teachers wouldn't validate your responses because it wasn't the response they sought for. Which then discouraged me to try to answer questions again.

10 None! amazing Professor 

11 None to give here, if you pay attention, study, do the work, participate and ask questions you will be just fine. Santos is an amazing professor, just have to remember learning is a
give and take experience!

12 No suggestions.

13 N/A - Professor Santos, GOOD JOB!!!

14 I wish he continued to teach next semester.

15 I believe at least putting tentative dates in the syllabus helps us to be prepared for determining our proper studying time. Just make sure to clarify that the dates can be changed.

16 Everything that occurred in this course was fair.


